Homotoxicology

ANTIHOMOTOXIC REMEDIES

have a WIDE SAFETY MARGIN...

Because antihomotoxic remedies are energy-loaded remedies, they carry little molecular quality. This property facilitates their use in orthodox practice because the physician does not have to worry about antagonistic reactions as with herbals, which rely on blood concentration levels of the plants’ active principles to function.

In homotoxicology, the remedies work towards restoring global homeostasis. Because of the nature of antihomotoxic products, the physician can treat the patient’s toxic terrain, in some cases even with other medical modalities such as orthodox treatments, chemotherapy, and surgery. Antihomotoxic remedies are composite homeopathic preparations which group several dilutions in one remedy, permitting the physician to treat organ function, as well as biochemical and metabolic processes simultaneously.

Antihomotoxic remedies activate biological processes that are in tune with the body. By avoiding a chemical accumulation often seen with a combination of drugs leading to toxicity and entropy, treatment possibilities are expanded and the scope of healing is widened. In their detoxifying capacity, antihomotoxic remedies tend to neutralize toxins, giving them further safety in use. Normal body processes are neutralized, such as the release of the body’s combustion products, which are toxins.

PRE- & POST-SURGICAL APPLICATIONS OF ANTIHOMOTOXIC REMEDIES

Because of the great safety of antihomotoxic remedies, many practitioners are now using them to prepare their patients for surgical interventions, to reduce recovery time, and to help the body deal with anesthesia and other toxic components that might be used in orthodox practice. The following provide a few suggestions for pre- and post-surgical applications.

TRAUMEEL is a staple in the practice of homotoxicology. TRAUMEEL can be used pre- and postsurgically to minimize edema associated with trauma and with healing, without suppressing the inflammatory process or the associated immune response. In this regard, it usually minimizes bleeding and considerably reduces recovery time of patients. Pre-treatment with TRAUMEEL needs only start 5 days before surgery. GALIUM-HEEL can be added to the protocol to influence the detoxifying processes of the body.

Post-surgically, TRAUMEEL is a bonus remedy as it enhances anti-inflammatory capacities of the body and pain management. A post-surgical protocol is usually given for 10 days to two weeks. Its aim is to detoxify the patient and help drain toxins. Most practitioners who use this type of protocol use TRAUMEEL, LYMPHOMYOSOT / LYPHOSOT and GALIUM-HEEL to detoxify and eliminate the toxins associated with anesthesia and the inflammatory process.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INFANTS

Homotoxicology can be beneficial to infants. Many practitioners don’t hesitate to use homeopathic remedies on young children, but infants are often overlooked, often because physicians need specific dosages. Heel antihomotoxic products are beneficial for newborns.

• Because they are composite preparations, they work gently on the infant’s body.
• Because some baby products come in the form of a suppository, which is very convenient for dosage and treatment.

The following protocols cover a few of the most common ailments seen in newborns.

CRADLE CAP

VIOLA TRICOLOR-INJEEL: 2-3 drops once a day for a week, then 2-3 times a week until eruptions completely disappear.

+ CALCIUM CARBONICUM-INJEEL: 2-3 drops daily in formula. Give at the same time as VIOLA TRICOLOR-INJEEL for the treatment phase, then for maintenance for 8-16 weeks.

Of PSORINOHEEL/SORINOHEEL: 2 drops morning and night for one month.

If the seborrhea is a weeping variety, add HEPAR SULFURIS INJEEL at the rate of: 1 drop once a day for 3-5 days in a row then twice a week for 2 weeks.

PREPARING TO GIVE BIRTH

Prescribing homeopathic remedies in the last stages of pregnancy can actually be comforting to your patients. Women are often nervous about labor, especially when it is their first child; afraid of the pain and of the consequences of pain. A protocol to prepare the body for giving birth is a powerful tool for most mothers-to-be.

FOR PAIN AND FEAR

ACONITUM-INJEEL: 1 drinkable ampule per day starting 3 days before due date or after water breaks, or on the way to the hospital.

We are privileged to have Dr. Bianchi’s protocols for preparing for birth. Dr. Bianchi is a leading expert in the field of clinical homotoxicology, having pioneered its use in conventional practice. Dr. Bianchi runs several clinics in Italy where homotoxicology is a major part of his general practice. The following are protocols that Dr. Bianchi has used in practice for nearly a decade.

TRAUMEEL: For vascular tissue protection 5-6 tablets daily, for 1-2 weeks before delivery and for 2 weeks after delivery.

UBICHINO+COENZYME / UBICOENZYME: For its activity on vascular structures and related tissues 15 drops morning and night, for one month before and after delivery.

CIMICIFUGA-HOMACCORD: For the nervous and skeletal systems. It is also an important remedy to prevent and to treat post-partum depression, as well as the spine problems often occurring after delivery 15 drops twice a day, 2 weeks before delivery and for one month after delivery.

GENERAL PRE-SURGICAL PROTOCOL:

TRAUMEEL: 1 drinkable ampule daily for 5 days in a row before the scheduled surgery.

POST-SURGICAL PROTOCOL:

1 ampule TRAUMEEL + 1 ampule GALIUM-HEEL + 1 ampule LYMPHOMYOSOT / LYPHOSOT: Orally 3 times per week for 2-3 weeks.

If there is acute and sustained inflammation, prescribe TRAUMEEL tablets after the ampules, at the rate of 1 tablet 2-3 times daily for 3 weeks.

For vascular tissue protection 5-6 tablets daily, for 1-2 weeks before delivery.